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Abstract
Higher brain dysfunction after traumatic brain injury in school-aged children potentially have serious impact on
their lives than adults, because children are on their developmental way to be mature adults under the environment
they should learn various knowledge and skills. Neuropsychological, psychosocial, and academic conditions/outcomes
are evaluated by appropriate tools and methods for them. Medical care and support are planned on the basis of their
conditions and modified with time in response to their outcomes. Cognitive rehabilitation has been developing to
contribute the recovery from their impairment and return to school through four major tactics; improvement of higher
brain dysfunction itself, acquirement of compensatory maneuvers/adjustment of environment, support for re-entry to
school or finding employment, and acceleration for understanding or acceptance of impairment to people concerned
including parents. The number of highly qualified study such as randomized clinical trial or meta-analytic clinical
research is still few especially in Japan while developing basic research with a focus on neuroimaging is contributing to
the clinical attempt. The issues related to concussion or post-concussion syndrome would be more and more attention
in the future.

Keywords: Traumatic brain injury; Higher brain dysfunction;
Children; School age
Introduction
In Japan, according to the vital statistics by Ministry of Health,
Labour and Welfare, “unexpected accident” has been keeping the top
three as a cause of mortality in children in recent years [1]. Consumer
affairs agency also reported in 2013 that the traffic accident and fall,
in most of which Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) induced fatal damage,
accounted for 35% in mortality caused by unexpected accident (under
9 years old) [2]. Although the number of traffic accidents and number
of mortality caused by TBI have declined year after year by development
of preventive measures against traffic accident, progress in emergency
medical care and upgrading of road traffic law, the population of
children under 15 years old (16.17 million in April 1, 2015) has declined
at 34 years in a row according to report of Statistics Bureau, Ministry
of Internal Affairs and Communications [3]. Furthermore, World
Population Prospects by United Nations reports that the population
ratio of children in Japan is expected to remain 12% until 2100 [4].
Considering the situation in Japan as described above, the future
role of children as supporters of our country in coming aging society is
indispensable and therefore the trial of return to school and society for
children with TBI is also one of the important subjects in Japan.
In this article higher brain dysfunction after traumatic brain injury
in school-aged children is focused and reviewed, comparing reports of
home and abroad.

The Characteristics of Recovery Process after TBI in Children
from the Point of Higher Brain Dysfunction
There are two major salient differences between children and adults
in the recovery process of higher brain dysfunction after TBI. Primarily
children need to develop various social skills, not only learning
academic knowledge, to be grown up as healthy members of society. In
the second, recovery goal for children with TBI, rather than reaching
plateau in case of adults, should be how they catch up with the normal
growth and maintain it. The first characteristic suggests which outcomes
we should select in the evaluation of higher brain dysfunction after
TBI. The second characteristic suggests when we should appropriately
evaluate outcomes described in the first one.
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Which Outcomes we should select in the Evaluation
of Higher Brain Dysfunction after TBI in School-aged
Children?
Basically GOS (Glasgow Outcome Scale) [5] and/or FIM (Functional
Independent Measure) [6], only evaluative tools in case of severely
disabled in communication, are applied to evaluate functional status
and ADL [7]. To those whom we can communicate, three outcomes
neuropsychological, psychosocial and academic are usually evaluated.
Neuropsychological outcome is essential to evaluate higher brain
dysfunction after TBI and composed of intellectual quotient, memory,
attention, executive function, theory of mind, and so on. Unfortunately,
in evaluation of neuropsychological outcome for children, we have few
standardized tests such as WISC [8] for intellectual quotient, and other
standardized tests, for example, DN-CAS [9] for attention and executive
function, are not widely used.
Psychosocial outcome is intended to evaluate soundness of
relationship between person and society, composed of behavior
disturbance such as ADHD (Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder),
personality change, antisocial behavior, emotional disorder such as
PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder), adaptive dysfunction, burden
of caregiver such as parents, and so on. There are a little bit too many
semi-quantitative scales and questionnaires; Behavior Rating Inventory
of Executive Function (BRIEF) [10], Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL)
[11], Diagnostic Interview for Children and Adolescents (DICA) [12],
the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for SchoolAge Children-Present(K-SADS-P) [13], Neuropsychiatric Rating Scale
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(NPRS) [14] and Post-Injury Symptom Checklist [15] to behavioral and
emotional disorder; Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scale (VABS) [16] to
adaptive disorder; Family Assessment Device (FAD) [17], the Family
Burden of Injury Interview (FBII) [18], and Brief Symptom Inventory
(BSI) [19] to caregiver outcome, to perform strict meta-analysis because
each group in each country use each scale respectively.
In academic outcome, propriety and period of return to school,
transition of academic achievement and drop-out or not are mainly
evaluated [20-23]. Especially language ability is emphasized in academic
achievement and evaluated by the Clinical Evaluation of Language
Fundamentals (CELF) [24,25]. As to employment, being on the
extension of academic outcome, socioeconomically status is discussed
as a landmark of QOL overseas [26], whereas cost-effectiveness of
rehabilitation to the grade of social recovery is discussed in Japan [27].

When we should Appropriately Evaluate Outcomes of
Higher Brain Dysfunction after TBI in School-aged
Children?
Two systemic reviews of pediatric mild TBI [28,29] follow the cases
up to three years and most of the cases sufficiently recover within 3
months after pediatric mild TBI from neuropsychological point of
view. Whereas the incidence of psychiatric illness in children with
mild TBI is significantly higher in 3 years after injury than in children
without mild TBI [30], which means that the termination period of
psychosocial outcome should be extended further compared with
neuropsychological outcome.
In moderate and severe TBI, neuropsychological outcome has
been evaluated over a longer period of time, from about 6 months [31]
to 15 years [32] after injury. While most of promising cases reach a
neuropsychological plateau about 1 year after injury [33], performance
IQ improves gradually over 5 years after injury [34]. Another study
reports that verbal IQ is rather getting worse over 14 years after injury
because of drop-out from normal cognitive and academic development
[35]. As an evidence to support the last report, meta-analysis of 28
reports by Babikian [36] shows that somewhat severely disabled cases,
whose neuropsychological status being poor from the beginning of
return to school, tend to dissociate and lower their growth curve from
normal development one, and such phenomenon has been called
“grown into deficit” [37,38], which might induce the limitation of
career choice and decrease in revenue when children with TBI become
middle-aged [39].
As per psychosocial outcome, social adaptation proved to be
no less relevant to severity of TBI. As a result of 10 years follow-up
survey after injury [40], reflecting the possibility of different basis from
neuropsychological outcome.

Predictors of Higher Brain Dysfunction after TBI in
School-aged Children
Anderson suggested four domains Injury factors, Developmental
factors, Pre-injury factors, and Environmental factors-to determine
and classify predictors of outcome from pediatric TBI. Injury factors
consist of severity (mild, moderate, severe), nature and location
(diffuse or focal) and subsequent disability (post-traumatic epilepsy,
speech/physical disability) [41]. Developmental factors consist of age
at injury and developmental stage. Pre-injury factors consist of preinjury functioning (cognitive ability, personality), family factors (family
functioning, parental mental health) and gender. Environmental factors
consist of socioeconomic status and access to resources (educational,
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rehabilitation).
Predictors and period/item of evaluation are in response each other.
For example memory and executive function proved to be significant
predictors of academic achievement 1 year after TBI in preschool
children [42], whereas it has been reported that abnormal computed
tomography findings is a predictor of cognitive sequelae 1 year after
mild TBI in school-aged children [43]. On the other hand clusteranalysis showed that best outcome 10 years after TBI had a cluster
with children with moderate injuries, young age at injury, average
socioeconomic status and high pre-injury adaptive function [44].
Timing of TBI in children was analyzed as a predictor of intellectual
outcome to clarify which theory-“early plasticity theory” [45] or “early
vulnerability theory” [46] is plausible in recovery after insult (The
former proposes that younger brain has greater plasticity and leads
to better recovery after insult, while the latter proposing that younger
brain is more susceptible to damage and leads to more serious cognitive
impairment). As a result, children injured in middle childhood 7 to 9
years proved to be most vulnerable among four groups, infancy from 0
to 2 years, preschool from 3 to 6 years, middle childhood as described
and late childhood over 10 years [47].

Rehabilitation for Higher Brain Dysfunction after TBI
in School-aged Children
Considering standardization for rehabilitative methods, it is
desirable to unify evaluative tests for higher cognitive dysfunction
in children with TBI under the shortage of standardized tests for
children. As one of such trials pediatric impact, correlating well with
standardized tests, was developed to evaluate easily children with mild
TBI on PC system [48]. In Japan, for the similar purpose, provisional
standard value of WMS-R, WCST, TMT and SLTA for children at 6-18
years old were determined [49].
There are four main matters to perform practically cognitive
rehabilitation for school-aged children with TBI.
1. Improvement of cognitive impairment
2. Acquirement of compensatory maneuvers and Adjustment of
environment
3. Support for re-entry to school or finding employment
4. Acceleration for understanding/acceptance of impairment
to people concerned and support for parents. Prior to carry them
out, however, start time/quality/duration of rehabilitation must be
discussed.
As to start time, early intervention is recommended in moderate
and severe TBI due to needs for physical management [50]. It has been
reported that early intervention Randomized Clinical Trial (RCT) did
not significantly improve social activity of children with mild TBI [51],
while another early intervention by providing an information booklet
reduced anxiety and lowered the incidence of ongoing problems such
as post-concussion syndrome [52]. Similarly early online problemsolving intervention RCT for school-aged children (14-17 years old)
with moderate and severe TBI proved to improve long-term executive
function [53]. Several institutes in Japan also have been doing such
trials as provision of information by booklets or pamphlets [54,55].
As to quality of rehabilitation it is hard to do meta-analysis for
effectiveness of rehabilitative methods in children with TBI due to
considerably less uniformity of evaluation and materials compared with
trials in adults with TBI, but there are some reviews [56-62]. Among those
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reviews one of highly qualified clinical study (prospective, randomized,
controlled, cohort study: level 1) reported that the TEACH ware TM
program, designed to train 5 different skill areas (attention, memory
and word retrieval, comprehension of abstract language, organization
and reasoning/problem solving), was performed for children aged 1221 years with TBI for 8 weeks and resulted in significant improvement
of word retrieval and problem solving/reasoning while no significant
improvement of attention [63]. It should be noted that methylphenidate
therapy proved to be effective for attention disturbance after TBI in
children, often referred to secondary ADHD [64].
As to duration/quantity of rehabilitation, longer inpatient
rehabilitation for children with moderate to severe TBI bring better
functional outcome and higher percentage of reintegration in regular
educational system [65], suggesting dose-response relationship between
duration/quantity of rehabilitation and functional recovery.
Turning to support for parents, it is evidenced by RCT that
psychological intervention for those whom having children with TBI
and some other chronic disease, is beneficial to keep their mental health
stable [66].
In Japan we do not have yet such highly qualified RCTs as described
above performing in the United States, Australia, Canada and other
advanced nations. Also quite few Japanese institutes performed active
intervention for children with higher cognitive dysfunction after TBI.
However, as one of characteristics in Japanese support system, education
program by special support school/class has been tried in parallel
with medical rehabilitation in order to reinforce the improvement
for interpersonal relationship in adaptive behavior/communication
disorder or acquirement of social skill [67].

Basic Researches on Higher Brain Dysfunction after
TBI in School-aged Children
In experimental study rodent models of Controlled Cortical Impact
(CCI) and Fluid Percussion (FP) have been established and widely
adopted. Following the characterization of histopathological and
functional squeal of experimental adult TBI in both models, studies
for experimental juvenile TBI by same models have been gradually
started since end of 20th century. Recent study has reported that injured
juvenile rats with cortical lesion cavity and less neurons in the CA1 field
of the hippocampus showed significant dysfunction in spatial memory
6months after insult [68], supporting long-term clinical outcome. In
addition, another experimental research has shown that experiencedependent plasticity is disturbed in juvenile rats with FP injury and
the ability to benefit from environmental enrichment following TBI
is dependent on time after insult [69], suggesting possibly appropriate
timing of clinical intervention for school-aged children with TBI.
Neuroimaging study has been on remarkable progress since the
beginning of 21st century due to development of various excellent
neuroimaging methods, especially functional MRI [70]. One of the
trials connecting neuroimaging and higher cognitive function has
reported that children with frontotemporolimbic or diffuse damage
demonstrated variable social outcomes impaired social-emotional
functioning, no mutual friends, low peer acceptance ratings, rejection/
victimization in the classroom from their TBI [71].
Neurophysiological research is another potential method to
find missing link between TBI, especially mild TBI without positive
image findings, and higher brain dysfunction. Recent cross-sectional
study for sport concussion by event-related potential has reported
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persistent deficits, lasting at least 6 months after insult, especially in
adolescents [71].

Future Issues and Prospects
Compared with United States, enacting public law for TBI since
1996 and doing systematic clinical studies or constructing support
systems in early stage, system making in our country has just been
getting started. As to support for parents, for example, few local
institutes, having tackled this problem prior to model project of support
for those whom with higher cognitive dysfunction, are still leading this
field in Japan while various organizations actively provides information
on their websites [72-76] in the United States. Under such situation,
however, we recently have got the estimated number of school-aged
children from junior high school to college in need of support with
higher brain dysfunction as about 7000 in Japan [77]. In addition,
recent trial survey in Japan has got the questionnaire result that schoolaged children with higher cognitive dysfunction can be acceptable in
some educational institutes in more than 90% of educational boards
[78]. These two recent achievements show us that educational support
system for school-aged children with higher brain dysfunction is being
developed and will hopefully be completed near future in Japan.
On the other hand, we have no highly qualified RCT related to
cognitive functional recovery in children with TBI so far in Japan. It
is expected that multicenter clinical trial would be planned in the near
future.
One of the recent topics hardly begun in Japan is higher brain
dysfunction derived from cerebral concussion and post-concussion
syndrome, belonging to mild TBI, in school-aged children. In abroad
this theme has been discussed in comparatively early stage especially in
the field of sports [79] and the number of the researches related to this
theme is steadily increasing year after year [80-83]. We Japanese also
might have potentially huge number of school-aged children suffering
from symptoms after mild TBI, accounting for nearly 90% of children
TBI cases. It has been reported that the symptoms including higher
cognitive dysfunction are transient; diminishing within 4 weeks in most
cases, nevertheless long-term outcome of such cases is still unknown,
especially in repetitive concussion cases of children compared with
athletes, or young adults [84]. We are expected to begin the research
in this field in order to protect children’s brains and keep them under
better condition.

Conclusion
This article reviewed literatures related higher brain dysfunction
after TBI in children, especially school-aged. So many people of various
professions-psychiatrist, pediatrician, neurologist, neurosurgeon,
neuropsychologist, neuroscientist, nurse, physical therapist,
occupational therapist, speech therapist, school official, medical social
worker, politician, and so on- having been involved in this theme
because of its complexity. Their trials seem as if attempt of the mountain
named “higher brain dysfunction after TBI in children” ascent by so
many different parties through so many different climbing routes.
Therefore we should be able to reach the summit and grasp the whole
picture of this mountain more quickly and reliably if only we, different
parties, communicate and collaborate each other.
Future fruition of the achievements of this theme depends on our
unceasing information sharing and collaboration beyond professions,
regions and nations.
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